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S. G. MACLEAN
A fast-paced, complex historical thriller for fans
of CJ Sansom and Andrew Taylor by two-times
winner of the CWA Historical Dagger.
Summer, 1658, and the Republic may finally be safe: the
combined Stuart and Spanish forces have been heavily
defeated by the English and French armies on the coast
of Flanders, and the King’s cause appears finished.

FICTION | JULY | QUERCUS

THE HOUSE OF
LAMENTATIONS

Yet one last, desperate throw of the dice is planned.
And who can stop them if not Captain Damian Seeker?

Historical Mysteries (FFH)
Hardback £20.00 9781787473621
Royal 496 pages
Trade Paperback 9781787473638
Ebook 9781787473645
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

The final gripping book in this acclaimed and awardwinning series of historical thrillers. Will Seeker’s
legacy endure?
S. G. Maclean has written four highly acclaimed
historical thrillers set in Scotland and a series
of historical thrillers set in Cromwell’s London.
09 JULY 2020

TELL ME HOW IT ENDS
V. B. GREY
A compelling drama of toxic friendship,
manipulation and revenge, for fans of
Patricia Highsmith and Tangerine.
Delia Maxwell is an international singing sensation
and adored by millions. Lily Brooks has watched
Delia all her life. Now she has a dream job as her
assistant – but is there more to her attachment
than the admiration of a fan? Private investigator
Frank is beginning to wonder.
As Lily steps into Delia’s spotlight, Frank’s
suspicions of Lily’s ulterior motives increase.
If Delia thought she had put her past behind her,
she had better start watching her back.
Thriller / Suspense (FH)
Hardback £14.99 9781529405392
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529405408
Ebook 9781529405415
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

V. B. Grey is a television screenwriter and
journalist. Her previous novels, written under the
name Isabelle Grey, include two psychological
thrillers and the DI Grace Fisher series.
09 JULY 2020
3
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FICTION | AUGUST | QUERCUS

PLAYING NICE
JP DELANEY
The sensational new psychological thriller
from the internationally bestselling author
of The Girl Before.
Pete Riley is a stay-at-home dad; his partner
Maddie works in advertising. After Pete drops
two-year-old Theo off at nursery one morning,
he’s politely accosted by a man who looks just
like Theo.

Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Hardback £12.99 9781529400847
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £12.99 9781529400854
Ebook 9781529400878
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

The man, Miles Lambert, breaks the devastating
news that Theo is in fact not Pete’s son, but his –
the babies got mixed up at hospital, and Miles and
his wife Lucy now have the Rileys’ son at home.
They’ve already carried out DNA testing to prove it.
The two couples agree that, rather than swap the
children back, they’ll try to involve each other in
the children’s lives. But a plan to sue the hospital
triggers an official investigation that unearths
some disturbing questions about just how the
babies got mixed up.
And when Theo is thrown out of nursery for
hitting other children, Pete and Maddie have
to ask themselves: how far do they want this
arrangement to go? What are the secrets hidden
behind the Lamberts’ smart front door? And how
much can they trust the real parents of their
child – or even each other?

The Girl Before
Paperback £8.99
9781786480262
Ebook 9781786480279

Believe Me
Paperback £7.99
9781787472426
Ebook 9781787472433

An addictive psychological thriller, perfect for
fans of The Silent Patient and Shari Lapena’s
The Couple Next Door.

Playing Nice is the fourth psychological thriller
from JP Delaney, a pseudonym for a writer who
has previously written bestselling fiction under
other names. JP Delaney’s first thriller The Girl
Before became a global bestseller published in
forty-one countries.
06 AUGUST 2020

The Perfect Wife
Paperback £7.99
9781786488558
Ebook 9781786488541

4
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NYDIA HETHERINGTON
A lyrical debut packed with myth, magic and
folklore, perfect for fans of Angela Carter
and Erin Morgenstern.
This is the story of The Greatest Funambulist
Who Ever lived. . .
Born into a post-war circus family, our nameless
star was unwanted and forgotten, abandoned in
the shadows of the big top. Until the bright light
of Serendipity Wilson threw her into focus.

Historical Fiction (FV)
Hardback £14.99 9781529408874
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529408881
Ebook 9781529408898
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Now an adult, haunted by an incident in which
a child was lost from the circus, our narrator, a
tightrope artiste, weaves together her spellbinding
tales of circus legends, earthy magic and folklore,
all in the hope of finding the child . . . But will her
story be enough to bring the pair together again?

FICTION | SEPTEMBER | QUERCUS

A GIRL MADE OF AIR

Beautiful and intoxicating, A Girl Made of Air brings
the circus to life in all its grime and glory; Marina,
Manu, Serendipity Wilson, Fausto, Big Gen and Mouse
will live long in the hearts of readers. As will this story
of loss and reconciliation, of storytelling and truth.
Originally from Leeds, Nydia Hetherington
moved to London in her twenties to embark on
an acting career. Later she moved to Paris where
she studied at the Jacques Lecoq theatre school
before creating her own theatre company. She
completed a creative writing degree at Birkbeck.
03 SEPTEMBER 2020

5
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FICTION | SEPTEMBER | QUERCUS

THE OLD ENEMY
A Paul Samson Spy Thriller

HENRY PORTER
A heart-stopping international spy thriller
starring ex-MI6 officer Paul Samson by the
award-winning author of Firefly.
Ex-MI6 officer Paul Samson prefers to work
privately these days. He has been tasked with
guarding a young woman, Zoe Freemantle. He
doesn’t know who she is, or why she’s important,
but the money’s good enough for him not to dig
too deeply.

Espionage & Spy Thriller (FHD)
Hardback £16.99 9781529403305
Royal 416 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529403312
Ebook 9781529403329
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

While on her tail, an attacker disguised as a
homeless man tries to kill him, and Samson wishes
he’d asked more questions. And when his former
colleague, Robert Harland is found dead, the news
comes with the threat that Samson’s own life – and
that of others he holds dear – is on the line.
Samson is sure he knows why there is a target on
his back. What he doesn’t know is who put it there
– the Americans or the Russians?
Two things quickly become clear. One, he needs to
find out more about Freemantle. And two, Robert
Harland, ever the consummate spy, has one final,
crucial part to play from beyond the grave.

Firefly
Paperback £8.99
9781787470538
Ebook 9781787470514

White Hot Silence
Paperback £7.99
9781787470842
Ebook 9781787470828

Henry Porter has written several bestselling
thrillers, including Brandenburg, A Spy’s Life and
Empire State. He is also the author of the Paul
Samson spy thrillers: Firefly, which won the 2019
Wilbur Smith Adventure Writing Prize, and White
Hot Silence.
17 SEPTEMBER 2020

6
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HELEN COX
The Kitt Hartley Yorkshire Mysteries Book 4.
A page-turning cosy mystery set in Durham for
fans of Faith Martin and Betty Rowlands.
When librarian and budding private investigator
Kitt Hartley visits Durham, she soon learns of an
unsolved murder. A year ago, Mechanics student
Jodie Perkins was supposedly murdered, as
her student-radio broadcast was cut short with
a blood-curdling scream. Jodie disappeared –
her body never found and her attacker never
apprehended. Can Kitt uncover the truth?
Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Hardback £20.99 9781529410341
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9781529410358

Helen Cox is a Yorkshire-born novelist and poet.
Helen’s new series of cosy mysteries is set in
Yorkshire and stars librarian-turned-sleuth
Kitt Hartley.

FICTION | SEPTEMBER – OCTOBER | QUERCUS

DEATH AWAITS
IN DURHAM

17 SEPTERMBER 2020

ALL I WANT FOR
CHRISTMAS
JOANNA BOLOURI
What if the love of your life was your best
friend’s girl?
When Nick loses his prestigious job, he grudgingly
accepts work as a Santa at a local Christmas grotto.
There he meets 5-year-old Alfie, and all Alfie wants
for Christmas is for his mum to be happy. Moved by
the boy’s selfless wish, Nick arranges a date between
Alfie’s mum, Sarah, and his best friend, Matt.
However, Nick soon realises that happiness for
Sarah and Matt might mean heartbreak for himself.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Romance (FR)
Paperback £8.99 9781529406900
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529406917

Joanna Bolouri began writing professionally
aged thirty, after winning a BBC comedy script
competition, which allowed her to write with
comedians and comedy scriptwriters across
the UK.
01 OCTOBER 2020
7
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FICTION | OCTOBER | QUERCUS

THE POSTSCRIPT
MURDERS
ELLY GRIFFITHS
The ultimate gripping mystery for winter nights,
from the bestselling author of The Stranger
Diaries and the Dr Ruth Galloway Mysteries.
PS: Thanks for the murders.
The death of a ninety-year-old woman with a heart
condition should not be suspicious. DS Harbinder
Kaur certainly sees nothing to concern her in carer
Natalka’s account of Peggy Smith’s death.

Crime (FF)
Hardback £16.99 9781787477636
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781787477643
Ebook 9781787477667
Not For Sale: USA, CAN & Philippines

But when Natalka reveals that Peggy lied about
her heart condition and that she had been sure
someone was following her . . .
And that Peggy Smith had been a ‘murder
consultant’ who plotted deaths for authors, and
knew more about murder than anyone has any
right to . . .
And when clearing out Peggy’s flat ends in Natalka
being held at gunpoint by a masked figure . . .
Well then DS Harbinder Kaur thinks that maybe
there is no such thing as an unsuspicious death
after all.
PS: Trust no one.

The Stranger DIaries
Paperback £7.99
9781786487414
Ebook 9781786487421

Now You See Them
Hardback £14.99
9781786487346
Ebook 9781786487377

From the sleepy seaside town of Shoreham,
to the granite streets of Aberdeen and the
shores of Lake Baikal, The Postscript Murders
is a literary mystery for fans of Anthony
Horowitz, Agatha Christie and anyone who’s
ever wondered just how authors think up such
realistic crimes . . .
Elly Griffiths is the author of the bestselling Dr
Ruth Galloway Mysteries, The Brighton Mysteries
and top 10 paperback bestseller The Stranger
Diaries. She lives near Brighton with her husband,
an archaeologist, and their two grown-up children.
01 OCTOBER 2020

The Stone Circle
Paperback £8.99
9781786487315
Ebook 9781786487322

The Lantern Men
Hardback £18.99
9781787477537
Ebook 9781787477568

8
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NEIL SPRING
A psychological thriller with a hint of the
supernatural, this is an unsettling story
about retribution and deceit.
A darkness rises on a desolate shore, when
Pamela, a high-flying PR executive, becomes
increasingly paranoid that her elderly father’s care
giver is a dangerous imposter with sinister motives.
What happens next is everyone’s living nightmare.
A terrifying tale of secrets long buried, lies and
obsession, the new chiller from Neil Spring will
leave you wondering if you can ever trust a stranger
in your home.
Horror (FK), Thriller (FH)
Paperback £7.99 9781787470101
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781787470088
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

FICTION | OCTOBER | QUERCUS

THE HAUNTED SHORE

In 2013 Neil Spring published The Ghost Hunters,
a paranormal thriller. The Ghost Hunters received
outstanding reviews and was adapted into an ITV
television drama.
15 OCTOBER 2020

A VERY CORNISH
CHRISTMAS
BETH GOOD
A festive romance set in Pethporro, featuring
characters from Winter Without You and All
Summer With You.
Having trouble with a noisy neighbour, Caroline
is invited to move in with Jennifer and Alex at
Pethporro Park. But she soon realises they may
have ulterior motives, and she suspects they’re
trying to set her up with Brodie, Alex’s PA.

Adult & Contemporary Romance (FRD)
Paperback £8.99 9781787477438
B Format 288 pages
Ebook 9781787477445
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Caroline has no interest in an ex-soldier like Brodie,
despite him clearly being a keeper. But when a
plan is set in motion, sometimes it’s hard to avoid
the inevitable. Maybe she won’t be so lonely this
Christmas?
Beth Good is a Kindle All-Stars winner for top ebook
sales. She has been writing and publishing fiction
since 1998.
29 OCTOBER 2020
9
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FICTION | NOVEMBER | QUERCUS

THE LIFE I WAS
MEANT TO LIVE
JULIEN SANDREL
Translated by Adriana Hunter
A funny and moving novel about the strength
of family bonds and having the courage to
reinvent your life.
When GP Romane’s long-standing patient insists
that she saw her coming out of a hospital in
Marseille, Romane thinks the woman is being
absurd. But her patient is absolutely convinced.
Who did this woman see?

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £16.99 9781529406467
Demy 400 pages
Trade Paperback £16.99 9781529406450
Ebook 9781529406443
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

On a whim, Romane sets off for Marseille,
determined to uncover the mystery of her lookalike.
Her journey uncovers a family secret kept hidden
for years and, ultimately, a second chance at life.
Julien Sandrel’s first novel, The Book of Wonders,
sold in twenty-three territories and was an
international bestseller.
12 NOVEMBER 2020

THE PIT GIRL
ELIZABETH GILL
To make a home she must break the rules.
Can she triumph over tragedy?
After her father’s death, Kate Ferrar is expected
to move from London to a mining village in County
Durham to live with an uncle she barely knows.
Restricted by the confines of polite society and
hungry for education and honest company, she
breaks all social rules by taking a job in her uncle’s
office. But a sudden and shocking pit disaster
almost destroys everything, and Kate must draw
on all her courage to survive…

Saga (FT)
Hardback £20.99 9781787474673
Royal 256 pages
Ebook 9781782061731
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Elizabeth Gill is the author of absorbing sagas
including Far From My Father’s House, Under
a Cloud-Soft Sky and The Road to Berry Edge.
She lives in Durham.
12 NOVEMBER 2020

10
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NON-FICTION | JULY | RIVERRUN

ONE LONG AND
BEAUTIFUL SUMMER
DUNCAN HAMILTON
An elegiac work reflecting on the evolution of
English cricket since 1945 and the dramatic
changes as The Hundred approaches.

Cricket (WSJC), Ballgames (WSJ),
History of Sport (WSBX)
Hardback £16.99 9781529408379
Demy 224 pages
Ebook 9781529408386
Not For Sale: USA, CAN &
Non-Exclusive Europe

A Last English Summer
Paperback £12.99
9780857381484
Ebook 9780857383044

Harold Larwood
Paperback £12.99
9781849162074
Ebook 9781849164566

Following Neville Cardus’s assertion that ‘there
can be no summer in this land without cricket’,
Hamilton plotted the games he would see in 2019
and write down reflectively on some of the cricket
that blessed his own sight. It would be captured
in the context of the coming season in case the
imminent arrival of The Hundred made that
impossible. He would write in the belief that after
this season the game might never be quite the
same again.
He visits Welbeck Colliery Cricket Club to see
Nottinghamshire play Hampshire at the tiny
ground of Sookholme, gifted to the club by a local
philanthropist who takes money on the gate; his
village team at Menston; the county ground at
Hove; watches Ben Stokes’s heroics at Headingley,
marvels at Jofra Archer’s gift of speed in a Second
XI fixture for Sussex against Gloucestershire in
front of 74 people and three well-behaved dogs;
and realises when he reaches the final county
match of the season at Taunton, ‘How blessed I am
to have been born here. How I never want to live
anywhere else. How much I love cricket.’
One Long and Beautiful Summer is sports writing at
its most accomplished and evocative, confirming
Hamilton’s reputation as the finest contemporary
chronicler of the game.
Duncan Hamilton has won three William Hill Sports
Book of the Year Prizes. He has also claimed two
British Sports Book Awards and is the first writer
to have won the Wisden Cricket Book of the Year
on three occasions.
02 JULY 2020

12
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DI Nicholas Lowry

JAMES HENRY
The third book in the DI Nicholas Lowry series,
for fans of Peter James and Stuart Macbride.
Essex, November 1983.
In the garrison town of Colchester, the body of
a nineteen-year-old Lance Corporal has been
discovered on the local High Street: the result
of what appears to be a bizarre, chivalrous duel.
It seems he was the victim of a doomed army love
triangle. As such, the military police are wishing
to keep the matter confined within military ranks.
Crime (FF)
Hardback £16.99 9781529401127
Royal 448 pages
Ebook 9781529401103
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

FICTION | JULY | RIVERRUN

WHITETHROAT

This is all just fine, as far as Colchester CID is
concerned. They have enough on their plate as
is: with DI Nick Lowry in a tailspin following the
breakdown of his marriage, WPC Jane Gabriel
exasperated by the male-favoured system,
Detective Daniel Kenton relying on substance
abuse to quieten his demons from his last case;
and their boss, DCS Sparks, shortly to become
a first-time father at 55.
However, it is not long before the blood from the
duel runs into civilian police affairs, and the trail
presents CID with a local rogues’ gallery. A savvy
entrepreneur. A wayward skinhead. A member of
the landed gentry. And a shadowy Mauritian travel
agent with a chilling reputation. Soon, they will
discover, a real estate deal, a racist, and the town’s
Robin Hood pub hold the key to the killing...

Blackwater
Paperback £8.99
9781780879802
Ebook 9781784299811

Yellowhammer
Hardback £14.99
9781780879819
Ebook 9781848669161

James Henry is the pen name for James Gurbutt,
who has written four prequels to R. D. Wingfield’s
popular Frost series. He works in publishing, and
lives in Essex.
09 JULY 2020

13
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FICTION | AUGUST | RIVERRUN

TRUE STORY
KATE REED PETTY
Inventive, genre-defying and daring, True Story
is a novel like nothing you’ve ever read before.

‘A mind-blowing page-turning un-put-downable heartwarming empathetic formally inventive horror suspense
thriller, with a life-affirming and timely feminist message’
Elif Batuman

Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Literary Fiction (FB),
Social Studies: Feminism (HBTB),
Hardback £14.99 9781787478442
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9781787478459
Not For Sale: USA, CAN &
Non-Exclusive Europe

After a college party, two boys drive a girl home:
drunk and passed out in the back seat. Rumours
spread about what they did to her, but later they’ll
tell the police a different version of events. Alice
will never remember what truly happened. Her
fracture runs deep, hidden beneath cleverness and
wry humour. Nick – a sensitive, misguided boy who
stood by – will never forget.
That’s just the beginning of this extraordinary
journey into memory, fear and self-portrayal.
Through university applications, a terrifying abusive
relationship, a fateful reckoning with addiction and
a final mind-bending twist, Alice and Nick will take
on different roles to each other – some real, some
invented – until finally, brought face to face once
again, the secret of that night is revealed.
Startlingly relevant and enthralling in its brilliance,
True Story is by turns a campus novel, psychological
thriller, horror story and crime noir, each narrative
frame stripping away the fictions we tell about
women, men and the very nature of truth.
Kate Reed Petty lives in Baltimore, Maryland. Her
fiction and essays have been published online by
American Short Fiction, Los Angeles Review of
Books Blog, and many others. Petty’s short films
have appeared on Narrative magazine and at the
Maryland Film Festival.
04 AUGUST 2020

14
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WILLIAM MELVIN KELLEY
A collection of seventeen stories, from the
author of A Different Drummer.

‘There is no need of prophesying that Mr. Kelley will
one day be among the best American short story
writers . . . he already is’ New York Herald Tribune

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99 9781787478053
B Format 288 pages
Ebook 9781787478046
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

In 1964, two years after the critically lauded release
of his debut novel A Different Drummer, William
Melvin Kelley published his first collection of short
stories, Dancers on the Shore. Reissued in a new
edition by riverrun, these stories expand Kelley’s
literary world, showcase his limitless imagination
and spotlight his inimitable talent.

FICTION | AUGUST | RIVERRUN

DANCERS ON
THE SHORE

Born in 1937, William Melvin Kelley was an AfricanAmerican writer known for his satirical explorations
of race relations in America. He died in February
2017, aged 79.
06 AUGUST 2020

THE BROKEN SHORE
PETER TEMPLE
Introduced by John Harvey
A reissue of the Sunday Times bestseller, to
commemorate the passing of Australia’s most
acclaimed crime and thriller writer.
Haunted by his last case, homicide detective Joe
Cashin has fled Melbourne and returned to his
hometown, running its one-man police station
while his wounds heal and his nightmares fade.
But when a local man is attacked and left for dead,
Cashin’s recovery is put on hold. And in a small
town where everyone knows everyone, he finds
himself standing alone fighting a battle against
corruption and prejudice.
Crime (FF)
Paperback £9.99 9780857383495
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781849164368
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Peter Temple won the Ned Kelly Award for Crime
Fiction five times, and his novels were published in
over twenty countries. He died on 8 March 2018.
06 AUGUST 2020

15
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FICTION | AUGUST | RIVERRUN

TRUTH
PETER TEMPLE
Introduced by Val McDermid
The sequel to The Broken Shore, and winner
of the 2010 Miles Franklin Award.
At the close of a long day, Melbourne Inspector
Stephen Villani stands in the bathroom of a luxury
apartment high above the city. In the glass bath,
a young woman lies dead.

Crime (FF)
Paperback £9.99 9781847243836
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781849169578
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Now, over a few sweltering summer days, as
fires burn across the state and his superiors and
colleagues scheme and jostle, the girl’s murder
will collide with what seems on the surface to be
another brutal gangland slaying and expose the
darkness in the city’s soul.
Peter Temple won the Ned Kelly Award for Crime
Fiction five times, and his novels were published in
over twenty countries. He died on 8 March 2018.
06 AUGUST 2020

THE STANDARDIZATION
OF DEMORALIZATION
PROCEDURES
JENNIFER HOFMANN
Darkly comic and hauntingly surreal, The
Standardization of Demoralization Procedures
examines obsession, paranoia and the
dwindling career of a Stasi operative.

‘An instant classic’ Jaroslav Kalfar

Historical Fiction (FV), Fiction Literary (FB),
History/Europe/Germany (HIS014000)
Hardback £16.99 9781529403596
Demy 272 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529403626
Ebook 9781529403602
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

16
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Set in the final, turbulent days of the Cold War
and evoking the dehumanizing forces that came to
characterize communist East Germany, Hofmann’s
debut is an affecting, layered investigation of
conscience and country under the strain of complex
political allegiances. Hofmann’s debut captures
the fate of humanist fantasies under an extreme
surveillance state.
Jennifer Hofmann is a Berlin-based writer and
translator. She received her MFA from New York
University, where this novel was written.
11 AUGUST 2020

09/03/2020 16:27

FICTION | SEPTEMBER | RIVERRUN

AFTER THE SILENCE
LOUISE O’NEILL
A story whose twists and turns will unsettle,
disturb and leave the reader devastated.
Nessa Crowley’s murderer has been protected
by silence for ten years.
Until a team of documentary makers decide to
find out the truth.
On the day of Henry and Keelin Kinsella’s wild
party at their big house a violent storm engulfed
the island of Inisrún, cutting it off from the
mainland. When morning broke Nessa Crowley’s
lifeless body lay in the garden, her last breath
silenced by the music and the thunder.
Literary Fiction (FB), Suspense Fiction (FH),
Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £12.99 9781784298890
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £12.99 9781784298906
Ebook 9781784298913

The killer couldn’t have escaped Inisrún, but no
one was charged with the murder. The mystery
that surrounded the death of Nessa remained
hidden. But the islanders knew who to blame for
the crime that changed them forever.
Ten years later a documentary crew arrives, there
to lift the lid off the Kinsella’s carefully constructed
lives, determined to find evidence that will prove
Henry’s guilt and Keelin’s complicity in the murder
of beautiful Nessa.
In this bold, brilliant, disturbing new novel Louise
O’Neill shows that deadly secrets are devastating
to those who hold them close.

Almost Love
Paperback £8.99
9781784298883
Ebook 9781784298876

Asking For It
Paperback £8.99
9781784293208
Ebook 9781784293208

Louise O’Neill is a feminist powerhouse whose
novels have helped to start important conversations
about body image and consent. Asking for It stayed
in the Irish Top Ten fiction chart for over a year.
Only Ever Yours won Newcomer of the Year at the
Irish Book Awards.
03 SEPTEMBER 2020

Only Ever Yours
Paperback £9.99
9781784294007

17
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FICTION | SEPTEMBER | RIVERRUN

LOVE ORANGE
NATASHA RANDALL
This first novel by the acclaimed translator is
a comic cocktail, an exuberant skewering of
contemporary anxieties and prejudices.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA),
Fiction & related items (F), Impact of
Technology on Society (PDR), Humour (WH)
Hardback £18.99 9781529404579
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529404562
Ebook 9781529404586
Not For Sale: CAN

Jenny Tinkley lives to mother her two complicated
sons and prop up her technology obsessive
husband Hank, who has installed gadgets, cameras
and voice recognition devices in their smart house.
He tells her it’s all designed to help her, but she
is convinced their home is judging her- reminding
her to load the laundry, buy milk, do better- and
she becomes paranoid that she’s being spied upon
by the white goods. When she hears of an outreach
opportunity at her church (where worshippers
are encouraged to confess their sins via mobile
phones), she feels that hand-writing letters to
John, inmate 6587 at Flainton prison, will be an
antidote to her isolation. And Hank needn’t know.
Letter by letter John pinches Jenny awake from
the marshmallow numbness of her life. Constantly
under surveillance, their letters chart a secret
rebellion, a bid for freedom. But Jenny is becoming
curiously dependent on the sweet orange glue that
seals John’s envelopes and their lives begin to
converge with toxic consequences.
Love Orange throws open the blinds of American
life, showing a family facing up to the modern
age, from the ascendancy of technology, the
predicaments of masculinity, the pathologising
of children, the epidemic of opioid addiction and
the tyranny of the WhatsApp Gods.
Natasha Randall’s translations include Notes from
an Underground by Dostoyevsky, A Hero of Our
Time by Lermontov, and We by Zamyatin. Her
articles and reviews have appeared in the TLS,
LA Review and the NYT.
03 SEPTEMBER 2020
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(RIVERRUN EDITIONS)

LEO TOLSTOY

(with a preface by Andrew O’Hagan)
Translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude

‘The beautiful illusion, when reading Tolstoy, is that one
is looking directly at the world, as opposed to a depiction’
Andrew O’Hagan from his preface to Childhood, Boyhood and Youth
Tolstoy took the essence of his early years and
made a pillow of it, a soft place to dream upon
when reality was heavy, and he wrote fictions that
are projections of fantasy as much as they are
distillations of memory.
Classic Fiction (FC), Fiction in translation (FYT),
Fiction & related items (F)
Paperback £9.99 9781787479302
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781787479296

Leo Tolstoy (1828 - 1910) is best known for the
novels War and Peace and Anna Karenina, often
cited as pinnacles of realist fiction.

FICTION | SEPTEMBER – OCTOBER | RIVERRUN

CHILDHOOD, BOYHOOD
AND YOUTH

03 SEPTEMBER 2020

JOURNAL 1887-1910
(RIVERRUN EDITIONS)

JULES RENARD

(with an introduction by Julian Barnes)
Jules Renard was a French literary figure of the
late nineteenth century, he had the soul of a rustic
bourgeois but the ambition of a metropolitan.
Journal constitutes a profusion of entries, without
stitching or pattern: mordant reflections on
style, literature and theatre; portraits of family,
friends and the Parisian literary scene; quasiethnographical observations on village life and
notations of the natural world which are unlike
anything except themselves.
Autobiography: Historical, Political & Military
(BGHA), Diaries, Letters & Journals (BJ)
Hardback £20.00 9781787475595
Demy 320 pages
Ebook 9781787475588

Jules Renard (1864 - 1910) was a French author
and member of the Académie Goncourt. He wrote
plays, journalism and fiction, as well as his famous
and well-loved Journal.
01 OCTOBER 2020
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FICTION | OCTOBER – NOVEMBER | RIVERRUN

WILDEANA
(RIVERRUN EDITIONS)

OSCAR WILDE

(selected and edited by Matthew Sturgis)
A compendium of unfamiliar contemporary
accounts of Oscar Wilde, gathered from
letters, diaries, memoirs and interviews.

Diaries, Letters & Journals (BJ), Literary
Essays (DNF), Literary Studies (DSBH)
Hardback £12.99 9781787479296
Demy 128 pages
Ebook 9781529406726

Oscar Wilde was celebrated as master of the
ingenious epigram, the provocative paradox, the
witty aside, or the extravagant conceit. It remained a
common trope that, however sparkling his writings
might be, they were but pallid reflections of his
verbal exuberance and wit. The items gathered
here are new tesserae to add to the mosaic: some
unfamiliar, others unexpected, they enrich and alter
the picture of his life. Arranged chronologically, for
the most part, with some thematic interludes, this
book will build up a lucid picture of Wilde’s life.
15 OCTOBER 2020

SIGMUND FREUD:
ESSAYS AND PAPERS
(RIVERRUN EDITIONS)

SIGMUND FREUD

(selected, with a preface by Lisa Appignanesi)

‘Freud the writer is what Joan Riviere so elegantly presents
to the English-Language reader’ Lisa Appignanesi

Psychology (JM), Psychoanalytical Theory
(JMAF), Literary Essays (DNF)
Paperback £10.99 9781787479326
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781787479319

This collection focuses in on the set of Riviere’s
translations that made up the first library of Freud
in English. Including his papers on metapsychology,
applied psychoanalysis and technique, and within
those broader categories are subjects as diverse
as narcissism, love, paranoia and homosexuality.
We are presented with Freud’s various guises, both
an essayist and master storyteller he brings to life
the vagaries of his patients.
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) is widely regarded as
the founder of psychoanalysis and one of the most
controversial thinkers of the 20th Century.
12 NOVEMBER 2020
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FICTION | JULY | MACLEHOSE

THESE ARE NOT
GENTLE PEOPLE
Two murders. Forty suspects. The trial
that broke a small South African town

ANDREW HARDING
Land. Race. Murder. Betrayal. The true
story of a shocking case – by the BBC
Africa Correspondent.

True Crime (BTC)
Hardback £16.99 9781529405583
Royal 288 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529405590
Ebook 9781529405613

At dusk, on a warm evening in 2016, a group
of forty men gathered in the corner of a dusty
field on a farm outside Parys in the Free State.
The events of the next two hours would come to
haunt them all. They would rip families apart,
prompt suicide attempts, breakdowns, divorce,
bankruptcy, threats of violent revenge and acts
of unforgivable treachery.
These Are Not Gentle People is the story of that
night, and of what happened next. It’s a murder
story, a courtroom drama, a profound exploration
of collective guilt and individual justice.
Award-winning foreign correspondent and author
Andrew Harding traces the impact of one moment
of collective barbarism on a fragile community –
exploding lies, cover-ups, political meddling and
betrayals, and revealing the inner lives of those
involved with extraordinary clarity.
The book is also a mesmerising examination of
a small town trying to cope with a trauma that
threatens to tear it in two – as such, it is as much
a journey into the heart of modern South Africa
as it is a gripping tale of crime, punishment
and redemption.
When a whole community is on trial, who pays
the price?
Andrew Harding left London in 1991 and has
lived abroad ever since. He has been a journalist
with BBC News for 25 years, most recently based
in Johannesburg. He is the author of The Mayor
of Mogadishu: A Story of Chaos and Redemption
in the Ruins of Somalia (2016).
09 JULY 2020
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GUILLERMO ARRIAGA
Translated by Frank Wynne and Jessie
Mendez Sayer
Goodfellas meets White Fang. A coming-of-age
thriller of vengeance and destiny by the BAFTAwinning screenwriter of Amores Perros.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £20.00 9780857058195
Royal 704 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9780857058201
Ebook 9780857058218
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

An epic novel of retribution, in which the story of
a teenage boy seeking vengeance for the murder
of his brother by a sinister cabal is interwoven
with that of an Inuit wolf hunter and his prey, The
Untameable is a story of pure adventure, unfolding
in the fragmented, non-linear fashion for which
Arriaga is famous, and set against a backdrop of
repression, police brutality and Church intrigue.

FICTION | JULY | MACLEHOSE

THE UNTAMEABLE

Guillermo Arriaga is an author, screenwriter and
director. His films include Amores Perros, 21 Grams,
and Babel, and his novels have been translated into
more than eighteen languages.
09 JULY 2016

THE DAY MY
GRANDFATHER
WAS A HERO
PAULUS HOCHGATTERER
Translated by Jamie Bulloch
A beautifully observed novel about how individual
acts of bravery can change the course of history.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £10.00 9780857059499
B Format 112 pages
Ebook 9780857059512
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Based around the unlikely friendship between
a traumatised thirteen-year-old girl and a young
Russian deserter in war-torn rural Austria, Paulus
Hochgatterer’s intensely atmospheric, resonant
novel is a beautiful observation of small shifts
from apathy in a community not directly affected
by the war, but exhausted by it nonetheless;
individual acts of moral bravery which have the
power to change the course of history.
Paulus Hochgatterer is a writer and child psychiatrist.
He is the author of several novels, including The
Sweetness of Life and The Mattress House.
23 JULY 2020
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FICTION | AUGUST | MACLEHOSE

THE KING’S FOOL
MAHI BINEBINE
Translated by Ben Faccini
A story of corrosive love, loyalty and despotic
power at the heart of the Moroccan court.
A heartbreaking fable, a story about stories in the
vein of the One Thousand and One Nights, based on
the true story of the author’s own father, the court
jester of King Hassan II of Morocco, and on the
story of his brother Aziz, who was imprisoned in
the infamous prison Tazmamart for his part in a
failed military coup in 1971.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £16.99 9780857058256
B Format 208 pages
Ebook 9780857058232
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Mahi Binebine is a Moroccan author and painter.
His novels have been translated into many
languages, and his paintings are part of the
permanent collection at the Guggenheim Museum.
06 AUGUST 2020

THE LOST AND
THE DAMNED
OLIVIER NOREK
Translated by Nick Caistor
A suspenseful new police procedural from
a serving French police officer and writer on
the hit series Spiral.
A corpse that wakes up on the mortuary slab.
A case of spontaneous human combustion.

Crime (FF)
Hardback £16.99 9780857059628
Royal 304 pages
Trade Paperback £13.99 9780857059611
Ebook 9780857059635
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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There is little by the way of violent crime that
Capitaine Victor Coste has not encountered in his
time on the Saint-Denis patch – but nothing like
this.And now anonymous letters have begun to
arrive, highlighting the fates of two victims whose
deaths were never explained. Two more among
the ranks of the lost and the damned.
Olivier Norek is a lieutenant in the French
gendarmerie. He has written five bestselling
novels and is a writer on the T.V. series Spiral.
13 AUGUST 2020

09/03/2020 16:24

JUAN GABRIEL VÁSQUEZ
Translated by Anne McLean
A dazzling collection of stories by the Booker
International-shortlisted author.
The characters in Songs for the Flames are men
and women touched by violence – whose lives
are changed forever by an unexpected encounter
or by the operation of incomprehensible forces.
Sixteen years after his first collection, Juan Gabriel
Vásquez returns to the form with an outstanding
set of nine morally complex stories, fresh proof
of his narrative versatility and his profound
understanding of the lives of others.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £14.99 9781529405446
Demy 288 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529405453
Ebook 9781529405460
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

FICTION | SEPTEMBER | MACLEHOSE

SONGS FOR THE FLAMES

Juan Gabriel Vásquez is the award-winning
author of five previous novels and of the short
story collection The All Saints’ Day Lovers.
03 SEPTEMBER 2020

VENICE
CEES NOOTEBOOM
Translated by Laura Watkinson
The great Dutch author and traveller sheds new
light on the city, its history and its treasures.
Nooteboom’s love for Venice has been ongoing
for more than fifty years. He has dived deep into
the labyrinth and discovered his own lagoon city
between the alleys, locked gates and countless
canals. He is surrounded by the dead, and pays
homage to the painters and writers who lived
and worked there, to the palaces, bridges,
paintings and sculptures that give the city its
kind of immortality.
Travel Writing (WTL)
Hardback £20.00 9781529402551
215 x 153mm 240 pages
Ebook 9781529402568
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Cees Nooteboom is a poet and novelist who has been
the recipient of numerous awards for his novels. His
travel books have become backlist classics.
03 SEPTEMBER 2020
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FICTION | SEPTEMBER | MACLEHOSE

TO COOK A BEAR
MIKAEL NIEMI
Translated by Deborah Bragan-Turner
A riveting historical murder mystery set
in Sweden’s far north - to delight fans of
The Name of the Rose.
It is the summer of 1852 in the Kengis village of
Sweden’s far north, and revivalist preacher Lars
Levi Laestadius has taken in a young Sami boy,
Jussi, who has fled from a cruel home plagued
by abuse, starvation, and alcoholism.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £18.99 9780857058928
Royal 464 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9780857058935
Ebook 9780857058942
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Laestadius is an avid botanist, and with Jussi in
tow, he sets out on long botanical treks to teach
him not only about plants but also how to read,
write and to love and fear God. For it is revivalist
times, and thanks to Laestadius, impassioned faith
spreads like wildfire among the locals. But while
the preacher’s powerful sermons grant salvation
to farmers and workers, they also gain him
enemies among local rulers, who see profits
dwindle as people choose revival over alcohol.
One day a maid goes missing in the deep forest,
and soon thereafter another disappears. One of
them is found dead, the other badly wounded.
The locals suspect a predatory bear is at large,
but the preacher sees other clues that point to
a far worse killer on the loose. With Jussi’s help,
Laestadius reinvents himself as something of a
forensic expert, unaware of the evil that is closing
in on him.
Mikael Niemi grew up in Pajala in the
northernmost part of Sweden, where he still
lives. His breakthrough novel was Popular Music
From Vittula (2000), selling more than one million
copies. It has been translated into more than
thirty languages.
03 SEPTEMBER 2020
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In religion, revolution and evolution

LOTTE MÖLLER
Translated by Frank Perry
A beautifully illustrated and compelling cultural
history of bees for the beekeeper and general
reader alike.
With deep knowledge and a sharp wit, Lotte Möller
unfolds our understanding of bees and bee lore from
antiquity to the present.

Natural History (WN)
Hardback £20.00 9781529405262
Royal 224 pages
Ebook 9781529405255
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

A beekeeper herself, she gives insight into the
activity in the hive and describes the bees’ natural
order and habits. She explores the myths of the past,
and how and when they were replaced by fact. For
example, the heated discussions that broke out in
the eighteenth century when it was discovered that
the hive was ruled by a queen, not a king as had
been the belief since Aristotle.

FICTION | SEPTEMBER | MACLEHOSE

BEES AND THEIR
KEEPERS

In her travels, Möller encounters a host of colourful
characters, from a trigger-happy Californian
beekeeper raging against both killer bees and bee
politics, to the warring beekeepers on the island of
Læso and Brother Adam of Buckfast Abbey, breeder
of the Buckfast queen now popular throughout
Europe and beyond.
Bees and Their Keepers is an enchanting and
fascinating exploration of bees and their history
alongside the lives of humans.
Lotte Möller is a Swedish writer and journalist,
and author of a number of classics in cultural and
garden literature, including a monograph on the
lemon, which was shortlisted for the August Prize
for Best Non-Fiction. Naturally, she is a beekeeper.
17 SEPTEMBER 2020
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FICTION | SEPTEMBER – OCTOBER | MACLEHOSE

ALL HUMAN WISDOM
PIERRE LEMAITRE
Translated by Frank Wynne
The second volume of Pierre Lemaitre’s
enthralling between-the-wars trilogy.
Paris, 1927. When the powerful millionaire,
Marcel Péricourt dies, his daughter, Madeleine,
is poised to take charge of his financial empire,
but it seems fate has other ideas. Faced with the
greed and corruption of her time, Madeleine will
have to deploy a Machiavellian instinct to survive
and rebuild her life. This task is made all the more
difficult as the first flames of the inferno that will
soon ravage Europe take hold.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £18.99 9780857058997
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9780857059000
Ebook 9780857059024
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Pierre Lemaitre was a teacher of literature before
becoming a novelist. In 2013, his novel The Great
Swindle won the Prix Goncourt, France’s leading
literary award.
17 SEPTEMBER 2020

FREETOWN
OTTO DE KAT
Translated by Laura Watkinson
A disturbing, haunting novel about love and loss
from the author of Julia and Alone in Berlin.
Otto de Kat is known for concise novels that are
beautifully observed, subtle and precise, and
Freetown is no exception. Maria and Vincent
rekindle an intense relationship, but are troubled
by memories of a young boy Maria took in and
thought of as a son for seven years. Haunted by his
absence, the lost boy proves impossible to forget.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Trade Paperback £12.99 9781529401622
B Format 192 pages
Ebook 9781529401615
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Otto de Kat’s prize-winning novels have been
widely published in Europe, and Man on the Move
was the winner of the Netherlands’ Halewijn
Literature Prize.
15 OCTOBER 2020
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MARCELLO FOIS
Translated by Richard Dixon
The mystery of a missing child in small-town Italy
– suspenseful and beautifully written.

Crime (FF)
Trade Paperback £14.99 9780857058843
Royal 352 pages
Ebook 9780857058867
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

When Michele, a young autistic boy, disappears,
Commissario Sergio Striggio is put in charge of
the investigation. Searches are fruitless, but
a curious connection is made with Michele’s
mother’s past: when she was a child, her twin
brother also disappeared, never to be found.
And when Striggio’s personal life unexpectedly
collides with his investigation, it seems that in
the complicated webs of the town of Bolzano,
the truth cannot hide for long.

FICTION | OCTOBER | MACLEHOSE

TO SAY GOODBYE

Marcello Fois writes for theatre, television
and cinema, and is the author several novels,
including The Advocate, Memory of the Abyss,
and his Sardinian Trilogy.
15 OCTOBER 2020

THE BORDER – A JOURNEY
AROUND RUSSIA
ERIKA FATLAND
Translated by Kari Dickson
Living next door to Russia – a cultural encounter
with each of its neighbours.
Erika Fatland travels along the Russian border:
from North Korea in the Far East, through Asia and
the Caucasus, crossing the Caspian Ocean and the
Black Sea along the way.

Travel Writing (WTL)
Hardback £25.00 9780857057815
Royal 608 pages
Trade Paperback £16.99 9780857057808
Ebook 9780857057792
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

The Border is a book about Russia without its author
ever entering Russia itself; a book about being the
neighbour of that mighty empire throughout history.
A chronicle of the colourful and often unbelievable
histories of these bordering nations.
Erika Fatland is a Norwegian author, traveller and
social anthropologist. Her books include The Village
of Angels, The Year Without Summer, and Sovietistan.
15 OCTOBER 2020
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FICTION | NOVEMBER | MACLEHOSE

GREY BEES
ANDREY KURKOV
Translated by Boris Dralyuk
From the author of the bestselling
Death and the Penguin.
49-year-old safety inspector-turned-beekeeper
Sergey Sergeich, wants little more than to help
his bees collect their pollen in peace.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Trade Paperback £14.99 9780857059345
Royal 304 pages
Ebook 9780857059369
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

But Sergey lives in Ukraine, where a lukewarm
war of sporadic violence and constant propaganda
has been dragging on for years. His simple mission
on behalf of his bees leads him through some
the hottest spots of the ongoing conflict, battling
loyalists, separatists, Russian occupiers, and
Crimean Tatars.
Andrey Kurkov was a journalist, prison warder,
cameraman and screenplay-writer before his
novels took off. His novel Death and the Penguin was
an international bestseller.
12 NOVEMBER 2020

DOG ISLAND
PHILIPPE CLAUDEL
Translated by Euan Cameron
From the author of Grey Souls and Brodeck’s Report:
a chilling island fable of murder, exploitation and
complicity in a Mediterranean paradise.
When three bodies wash up with the morning
tide, the initial reaction of the islanders is that this
tragedy must be covered up, lest any association with
the drownings damages their tourism industry . . .

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £16.99 9781529400649
Demy 320 pages
Ebook 9781529400632
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

But when a detective arrives on the island and
starts asking awkward questions, it becomes
clear that the deaths indicate something far more
sinister and rotten at the heart of this insular
fragment of sea-bound land.
Philippe Claudel is a university lecturer, novelist,
film director and scriptwriter. He has written more
than fourteen novels, which have been translated
into many languages.
12 NOVEMBER 2020
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AFONSO CRUZ
Translated by Ángel Gurría Quintana
A richly imaginative novel inspired by the true
story of Oscar Kokoschka and his life-sized doll.
When Oskar Kokoschka’s affair with Alma Mahler
ends, he commissions a life-sized doll in her image
and parades with the doll through the town. But
one day he grows tired of it, smashes a bottle of
red wine over its head and throws it out. And from
that moment on, it becomes curiously entwined
in the fate of the survivors of the brutal bombing
of Dresden.
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529402698
B Format 272 pages
Ebook 9781529402704
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

FICTION | DECEMBER | MACLEHOSE

KOKOSCHKA’S DOLL

Afonso Cruz is a director of animation movies, an
illustrator, a musician and a writer. His first novel,
The Flesh of God, was published in 2008.
31 DECEMBER 2020

VIOLETA AMONG
THE STARS
DULCE MARIA CARDOSO
Translated by Ángel Gurría Quintana
A beautiful, blistering life story told amid the
wreckage of a car crash.
Desperate and drunk, Violeta overturns her car on
a lonely stretch of late-night motorway. As she lies
amid the wreckage of her car, suspended between
this world and the next, Violeta’s life quite literally
flashes before her eyes.

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Hardback £16.99 9781529402445
Demy 384 pages
Ebook 9781529402452
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Violeta Among the Stars weaves her memories,
thoughts, feelings – to narrate a story that consists of
dozens of scenes and flashes of her past. A powerful
reflection on life, death, reality and dreams.
Dulce Maria Cardoso worked as a lawyer before
becoming a full-time writer. Violeta among the Stars
won the E.U. Prize for Literature in 2009.
31 DECEMBER 2020
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RY HERMAN
Tender and unforgettable, Loves Bites is
a laugh-out-loud, feel-good queer romance
with a surprising paranormal twist.
Two years after her divorce, Chloë struggles to
leave the house, paralysed by anxiety. Then she
meets Angela, a beautiful astronomy student,
and home is the last place Chloë wants to be.
But Angela only comes out at night. Angela has
no pulse. Angela has deadly teeth.
Angela and Chloë might be perfect for each other.
But how do you build a life together when one of
you is already dead?
Fantasy Romance (FMR), Adult &
Contemporary Romance (FRD),
Romance (FR)
Paperback £9.99 9781529406306
B Format 384 pages
Ebook 9781529406290
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Born in the US, Ry Herman is now a Scottish
resident, and has been writing for most of his
life. He is bisexual and genderqueer.

FICTION | JULY – AUGUST | JO FLETCHER

LOVE BITES

09 JULY 2020

DIVINE HERETIC
JAIME LEE MOYER
Not everyone is destined to be a hero.
Sometimes you have no choice.
Jeanne d’Arc was only five when angels told
her she was fated to free France. As time passed,
Jeanne grew to mistrust them, but she is bound
to do what they want. Resistance has a terrifying
price, yet Jeanne is determined to fight for her
life. But when the cost grows too high, Jeanne will
risk everything to save her brother, her one true
friend and the man she loves.

Fantasy (FM)
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781787479241
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9781787479265
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Jaime Lee Moyer is the author of Brightfall, as well
as Delia’s Shadow, A Barricade In Hell and Against
A Brightening Sky.
20 AUGUST 2020
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FICTION | SEPTEMBER | JO FLETCHER

RADIO LIFE
DEREK B. MILLER
In this riveting political thriller a postapocalyptic civilisation is locked in a fight which
threatens to destroy the world . . . again.

Science Fiction (FL), Thriller/Suspense (FH)
Hardback £16.99 9781529408584
Royal 400 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529408591
Ebook 9781529408607
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

When Lilly was Chief Engineer at The
Commonwealth, nearly fifty years ago, the Central
Archive wasn’t yet the greatest repository of
knowledge in the known world, protected by
scribes copying every piece of found material and
disseminating them by Archive Runners to hidden
off-site locations for safe keeping. There was no
Order of Silence creating and maintaining secret
routes into the sand-covered towers of the Old
World or the northern forests beyond Sea Glass
Lake. The world was quiet, because Lilly hadn’t
yet found the Harrington Box.

But times change. Recently, the Keepers have
started gathering, determined to burn the Central
Archives to the ground, no matter the cost,
possessed by fear that bringing back the ancient
knowledge will destroy the world all over again.
To prevent that, they will do anything.
Fourteen days ago the Keepers chased sixteenyear-old Archive Runner Elimisha into a forbidden
Old World Tower and brought the entire thing down
on her. Instead of dying, she slipped into an ancient
bomb shelter and discovered a cache of food and
fresh water, a two-way radio like the one Lilly’s
been working on for years . . . and something else.
Something that calls itself ‘the internet’.
Derek Miller grew up in New England and
has worked all over the world for a variety of
organisations, including the United Nations.
He is now a full-time writer and lives in Norway.
17 SEPTEMBER 2020
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The Tethered Citadel Book 1

DAVID HAIR
Follow a renegade sorcerer off the edge of
the map, in a thrilling adventure for fans of
Brandon Sanderson.
Dashryn Cowl has run out of places to hide.
The erstwhile sorcerer of the Imperial College
fled the Bolgravian Empire when his high-flying
family fell from grace, but the tyrannical empire
is still hunting for him.

Fantasy (FM)
Trade Paperback £20.00 9781529401936
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9781529401905
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

So when he gets his hands on a map showing
a place outside the known lands rich in istariol,
the mineral that fuels sorcery, he sees a way
back to power. There’s only one problem: it means
masquerading as an Imperial Cartomancer
(an instant death sentence) and finding some
dupes to help him mine the istariol in secret,
no questions asked.

FICTION | OCTOBER | JO FLETCHER

MAP’S EDGE

But somehow, amid the dangers of the road
(floods and avalanches, beasts, barbarians and
monsters), a strange thing begins to happen:
Dashryn starts to care about his ragtag followers
and their strange odyssey into the ruins of an
ancient forgotten civilisation.
But his past won’t let him be: the implacable
Imperial Bloodhound Toran Zorne has caught
his scent, and Zorne has never yet failed to bring
his quarry to ground.
At the edge of the map, there’s no going forward
and no going back . . .
New Zealander David Hair, an award-winning
writer of fantasy for adults and children, has been
inspired by his travels around the globe, including
Britain, Europe, India and Thailand.
15 OCTOBER 2020
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WITCH BOTTLE
TOM FLETCHER
A deeply atmospheric literary horror novel
about the nature of repressed guilt, grief
and fear.
Daniel once had a baby brother, but he died, a long
time ago now. And he had a wife and a daughter,
but that didn’t work out, so now he’s alone. The
easy monotony of his job as a milkman in the
remote northwest of England demands nothing
from him other than dealing with unreasonable
customer demands and the vagaries of his
enigmatic boss.

Horror & Ghost Stories (FK)
Trade Paperback £16.99 9781848662605
Royal 400 pages
Ebook 9781784299675
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

But things are changing. Daniel’s started having
nightmares, seeing things that can’t possibly be
there – like the naked, emaciated giant with a black
bag over its head which is so real he swears he
could touch it . . . if he dared.
It’s not just at night bad things are happening,
either, or just to him. Shaken and unnerved, he
opens up to a local witch. She can’t t discern the
origins of his haunting, but she can provide him
with a protective ward – a witch-bottle – if, in
return, he will deliver her products on his rounds.
But not everyone’s happy to find people meddling
with witch bottles. Things are about to get very
unpleasant . . .
Witch Bottle is literary horror at its finest,
perfect for fans of Andrew Michael Hurley’s
The Loney and Starve Acre.
Tom Fletcher is a writer of horror and dark fantasy
novels and short fiction. He lives in a remote village
in Cumbria with his wife and family.
12 NOVEMBER 2020
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OLDER AND WIDER
A Survivor’s Guide to the Menopause

JENNY ECLAIR
Hilarious, irreverent and refreshingly honest
compendium of the menopause.
‘If you’re after an in-depth medical or psychological
insight into the menopause, I’m afraid you’ve
opened the wrong book – I’m not a doctor . . .
However, I am a woman and I do know how it feels
to be menopausal, so this book is written from
experience and the heart and I hope it makes you
laugh and feel better.’

Women’s health (VFDW)
Hardback £16.99 9781529403541
Royal 304 pages
Ebook 9781529403565
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

From C for Carb-loading and G for Getting Your
Shit Together to I for Invisibility and V for Vaginas,
Jenny’s whistle-stop tour of the menopause in all
its glory will make you realise that it really isn’t
just you. Jenny will share the surprising lessons
she has learnt along the way as well as her hardwon tips on the joy of cardigans, dealing with the
empty nest (get a lodger) and keeping the lid on the
pressure cooker of your temper (count to twenty,
ten is never enough).
As Jenny says, ‘I can’t say that I’ve emerged
like a beautiful butterfly from some hideous old
menopausal chrysalis and it would be a lie to say
that I’ve found the “old me” again. But what I have
found is the “new me” – and you know what? I’m
cool with that.’
Jenny Eclair is the Sunday Times top ten bestselling
author of several novels including the Richard and
Judy bestseller Moving. One of the UK’s most popular
writer/performers, she was the first woman to win
the prestigious Perrier Award.
02 JULY 2020
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VANESSA O’BRIEN
From laid-off Finance Director to recordbreaking mountain climber, one woman’s
extraordinary journey up the world’s most
challenging and dangerous mountains.
When Vanessa O’Brien was made redundant in
2008 as part of the recession, she moved to Hong
Kong with her husband for his career and resigned
herself to being ‘just the wife’. There she was, aged
46, bored, uninspired, unemployed. Was this going
to be how she was going to live the rest of her life?
Memoirs (BM), Climbing &
Mountaineering (WSZG)
Hardback £20.00 9781529403114
Royal 368 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529403138
Ebook 9781529403121
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

NON-FICTION | JULY | QUERCUS

TO THE GREATEST
HEIGHTS

One night in the infamous Kee Club, over shots of
tequila, a friend suggested O’Brien climb Everest,
and that was the start of an epic journey she never
looked back from as she climbed Everest, K2 and
many other mountains.
This is her inspirational story. As O’Brien says,
she couldn’t explain to her readers how she got
to the top of K2 at the age of 52 without being
honest about what came before. In To the Greatest
Heights, she reveals the trials and tribulations
of her difficult childhood, and the result is a lifeaffirming book that shows how she achieved these
climbs in spite of and because of her past.
To read To the Greatest Heights is to know that there
is a path to overcoming the worst of what happens
to us, a path that helps us reach the summit of our
lives too, whatever our age.
Vanessa O’Brien is a British–American mountain
climber, explorer and public speaker. As a result of
her dual nationalities, she simultaneously became
the first American woman and the first British woman
to climb K2 in 2017. In 2018, she received Explorer
of the Year from the Scientific Exploration Society
for her efforts.
07 JULY 2020
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PAPER, PENCIL AND YOU: FOCUS
Over 100 pencil-ready puzzles for a relaxed
and focused mind.
From simple word searches and labyrinths to more
challenging logic problems, the puzzles in Paper,
Pencil and You: Focus are designed to foster focus
in a distracted world.

Trivia and Quiz Question Books (WDKX)
Hardback £9.99 9781529409635
177 x 129mm 176 pages

Each puzzle can be completed on the page itself,
with a clever section for workings out. You’ll develop
your ability to think clearly when distractions abound,
as well as improving your memory, visual processing
skills and lateral thinking.

PAPER, PENCIL AND YOU:
MINDFULNESS
Over 100 pencil-ready puzzles for mindful relaxation.
Relax. Let your shoulders drop, turn your phone
to silent and take one (freshly sharpened) pencil.

Trivia and Quiz Question Books (WDKX)
Hardback £9.99 9781529409642
177 x 129mm 176 pages

Paper, Pencil and You: Mindfulness contains over 100
puzzles designed to mindfully engage you in a busy
world. From clarity and awareness to creativity,
each chapter guides you through a different aspect
of mindfulness. Including a variety of numerical,
alphabetical and observational brainteasers, the
puzzles are designed to be completed on the page itself.

PAPER, PENCIL AND YOU: CALM
Over 100 pencil-ready puzzles for a calmer mind.
Pick up a pencil and let the tension melt away with
a range of puzzles designed to foster calm in a
stressed-out world.
Each chapter focuses on a specific aspect of calm,
from stillness and breathing to positivity and attention.
With clearly coded levels of difficulty and an easy
guide to the completion times, each puzzle is
designed to be completed on the page itself.
Trivia and Quiz Question Books (WDKX)
Hardback £9.99 9781529409628
177 x 129mm 176 pages

Dr Gareth Moore (B.Sc (Hons) M.Phil Ph.D) is the
bestselling author of a range of brain-training books,
including Anti-stress Puzzles, Lateral Logic and The
Ordinance Survey Puzzle Book. His books have sold over
a million copies in the UK and have been published in
29 languages.
09 JULY 2020
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DANIEL SMITH
Calling all royalists, put your regal knowledge
to the test with this fun and fascinating collection
of quizzes.
A delightful tour of the British monarchy, from
the boozy diet of James I’s elephant to Queen
Elizabeth II’s favourite nail polish colour. Put
your loyalty and knowledge to the test with this
charming miscellany that celebrates kings and
queens from 1066 to the present day.
Trivia and Quiz Question Books (WDKX)
Hardback £12.99 9781529410464
B Format 192 pages
Ebook 9781529410471
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

NON-FICTION | AUGUST | QUERCUS

THE GREAT BRITISH
ROYAL FAMILY
QUIZ BOOK

A treasure trove of quirky facts and fascinating
trivia, readers will discover hours of fun with
this selection of achievable quizzes.
Dan Smith is the author of over 30 non-fiction
titles for both adults and children, including the
best-selling How to Think Like. . . biographical series.
09 AUGUST 2020
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THE ORGAN THIEVES
The Shocking Story of the First
Heart Transplant in America’s
Segregated South

CHIP JONES
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks meets
Get Out in this landmark investigation of
racial inequality at the core of the heart
transplant race.

True crime (BTC)
Hardback £18.99 9781529400588
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529400595
Ebook 9781529400601
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

In 1968, Bruce Tucker, a black man, went into
Virginia’s top research hospital with a head injury,
only to have his heart stolen out of his body and
put into the chest of a white businessman. Now,
in The Organ Thieves, Pulitzer Prize-nominated
journalist Chip Jones exposes the horrifying
inequality surrounding Tucker’s death and how
he was used as a human guinea pig without
his family’s permission or knowledge. The
circumstances surrounding his death reflect the
long legacy of mistreating African-Americans that
began more than a century before with cadaver
harvesting and worse. It culminated in efforts to
win the heart transplant race in the late 1960s.
Featuring years of research and fresh reporting,
The Organ Thieves is a story that resonates now
more than ever, when issues of race and healthcare
are the stuff of headlines and horror stories.
Charles ‘Chip’ Jones has been reporting for nearly
thirty years for the Richmond Times-Dispatch, the
Roanoke Times, Virginia Business, and others. As a
reporter for the Roanoke Times, he was nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize.
20 AUGUST 2020
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FRANCES TOPHILL
A beautifully illustrated, practical book for any
gardener who cares about protecting wildlife
and gardening for a sustainable future.
Discover how to create a beautiful and relaxing
space that is also a rich habitat for native species
in your own garden.

Natural and Wild Gardening (WMQN)
Hardback £15.00 9781529410259
210 x 150mm 192 pages
Ebook 9781529410242
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Rewild Your Garden is a delightfully illustrated
practical guide to the plants and sustainable
techniques that will encourage and protect
bees, birds and butterflies. Whether you have a
balcony or a large open space, join horticulturalist
Frances Tophill in welcoming wild spaces back
into your garden.

NON-FICTION | AUGUST | QUERCUS

REWILD YOUR GARDEN

Frances Tophill is a horticulturalist, broadcaster
and passionate conservationist. Since 2016 she
has been on the presenting team of the BBC’s
Gardener’s World.
20 AUGUST 2020

2 MINUTES TO SLEEP
CORINNE SWEET
Prime yourself for deep, restorative sleep
with practical two-minute exercises designed
to fit around your life.
Sleep is essential to our mental and physical
health and general wellbeing, yet in this frantic,
demanding world it can be hard to achieve the
quality rest our bodies and minds need.
The exercises in this book draw on a range of proven
mindfulness techniques to prepare you for a good
night’s sleep. All taking just two minutes to complete,
they couldn’t be easier to fit into your day.
Mind, Body, Spirit: meditation and
visualisation (VXM)
Hardback £12.99 9781529409390
177 x 129mm 160 pages
Ebook 9781529409406
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Corinne Sweet is an author, psychotherapist,
psychologist and broadcaster. She trained on BBC
Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour and appears regularly on
TV and radio.
20 AUGUST 2020
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2 MINUTES’ PEACE
CORINNE SWEET
Welcome peace into your life, no matter
how time poor you feel, with practical
two-minute exercises.
Discover a gateway to peace in just two minutes.
With simple exercises designed to fit around your
life, psychologist Corinne Sweet reveals how to
find a moment of restorative calm every day.
From meditation to visualisations and affirmations,
these workable tips and easy exercises will
convince you that we can all find two minutes in
a day – and doing so will make all the difference
to your wellbeing.
Mind, Body, Spirit: meditation and
visualisation (VXM)
Hardback £12.99 9781529409413
177 x 129mm 160 pages
Ebook 9781529409420
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Corinne Sweet is an author, psychotherapist,
psychologist and broadcaster. She trained on BBC
Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour and appears regularly on
TV and radio.
20 AUGUST 2020

2 MINUTES TO CONFIDENCE
CORINNE SWEET
Be inspired to take on the world with
two-minute confidence-boosting exercises
designed to fit around your life.
With all the pressures and responsibilities of
modern life, it can be easy to get stuck in a
confidence rut.

Mind, Body, Spirit: meditation and
visualisation (VXM)
Hardback £12.99 9781529409437
177 x 129mm 160 pages
Ebook 9781529409444
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Banish feelings of anxiety, stress and imposter
syndrome with these quick and easy exercises
drawing on a range of proven mindfulness
techniques. Psychologist Corinne Sweet reveals
how just two minutes a day can make all the
difference, providing an instant mood boost and
setting you up for success.
Corinne Sweet is an author, psychotherapist,
psychologist and broadcaster. She trained on BBC
Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour and appears regularly on
TV and radio.
20 AUGUST 2020
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The Inside Story of Vogue

NINA-SOPHIA MIRALLES
The story of the world’s greatest fashion
bible, Vogue.
Glossy is a story of passion and power, dizzying
fortune and out-of-this-world fashion, of ingenuity
and opportunism, frivolity and malice. This is the
definitive story of Vogue.

History of Fashion (AKTH)
Hardback £25.00 9781529402766
Royal 352 pages
Ebook 9781529402759
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Today, 125 years after its conception, Vogue
spans 22 countries, has an international print
readership upwards of 12 million and nets over
67 million monthly online users. Uncontested
market leader for a century, it is one of the most
recognisable brands in the world. But what – and
more importantly who – made Vogue such an
enduring success?

NON-FICTION | AUGUST | QUERCUS

GLOSSY

Glossy traces the previously untold history of the
magazine, from its inception as a New York gossip
rag to the sleek, corporate behemoth we know
now. This biography of Vogue will take the reader
through three centuries, two world wars, plunging
failures and blinding successes, as it charts the
story of the magazine and those who ran it.
Nina-Sophia Miralles is the award-winning editor
of the print and digital publication Londnr. She is
a regular contributor to Harrods Magazine and has
lectured on fashion journalism at the London College
of Fashion and at the City Lit.
27 AUGUST 2020
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HOW TO SKIM A STONE
Little Ways To Live a Big Life series

RALPH JONES
Learn the secrets of stone skimming, both
as a meditative pastime and a ferociously
competitive sport.
Stone skimming is an art and a science: a brief
distraction on a country walk and an international
sport with highly competitive championships.
In this beautiful little book, Ralph Jones investigates
physics, the philosophy and the strategy of the urge
we all experience when we find a body of water and
some nice flat stones.
Mind, Body, Spirit (VX), Outdoor
survival skills (WSZV), Study & learning
skills: general (JNZ), Hobbies,
quizzes & games (WD)
Hardback £9.99 9781529410495
A Format 64 pages
Ebook 9781529410488
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Ralph Jones is freelance writer, journalist, and
comedy performer. His writing has appeared in the
New Yorker, the Guardian, GQ, Vice, the Observer,
the Telegraph and the New Statesman.
10 SEPTEMBER 2020

HOW TO BE ‘NORMAL’
Little Ways To Live a Big Life series

DANIEL TAMMET
Have you ever wondered how neurotypicals – so
called ‘normal’ people – come across to those
who are on the autistic spectrum?
In 2004, Tammet was diagnosed with highfunctioning autistic savant syndrome. In this eyeopening book, he takes readers on a tour around
nightclubs, ponders the significance of tattoos
and puzzles over playing the lottery, all from the
perspective of someone who approaches everything
in life from a unique angle.
Autism & Asperger’s Syndrome (MJNA),
Gift books (WZG)
Hardback £9.99 9781529410204
A Format 64 pages
Ebook 9781529410211
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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Tammet illustrates the eccentricity inherent in
every kind of mind, reminding us of the little-noticed
strangeness of our common humanity, while subtly
questioning what it means to be ‘normal’.
Daniel Tammet is the author of a rich and widely
acclaimed body of work, including his internationally
bestselling memoir Born on a Blue Day.
10 SEPTEMBER 2020

09/03/2020 16:10

Little Ways To Live a Big Life series

JAMES RHODES
Learn to play one of Bach’s most exquisite
preludes in just 6 weeks, even if you have
never played the piano before.
How often do we convince ourselves that it’s just
too late to learn how to ride a bike, to know how
to meditate, to travel the world – where does this
creativity go?

Self-help & personal development (VS),
Music (AV)
Hardback £9.99 9781529410518
A Format 64 pages
Ebook 9781786482419
Not For Sale: USA

This inspirational book gives us the means to
discover untapped potential, by teaching us the
basics of piano playing and encouraging personal
interpretation in a way that is guaranteed to unleash
creative powers we didn’t know we still had.

NON-FICTION | SEPTEMBER | QUERCUS

HOW TO PLAY THE PIANO

James Rhodes is a professional and applauded
concert pianist, writer and TV presenter. His memoir,
Instrumental, was published to great critical acclaim
and became an international bestseller.
10 SEPTEMBER 2020

HOW TO CLIMB EVEREST
Little Ways To Live a Big Life series

KAMI RITA SHERPA
Translated by Edward Douglas
Everything you need to know about climbing
Mount Everest.
Record-breaking mountaineer and world-renowned
guide Kami Rita Sherpa tells you what to pack, how
to train, how to embrace pressure, how to deal with
panic, how to know when to stop and how to cope
with defeat.

Gift books (WZG), Climbing &
mountaineering (WSZG)
Hardback £9.99 9781529409611
A Format 64 pages
Ebook 9781529409604
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Along the way, he offers moments of spiritual
wisdom, and explains how to listen to what the
mountains are saying, and how to appreciate the
silence in this age of noise.
Kami Rita Sherpa is a Nepali guide who holds the
record for most ascents to the summit of Mount
Everest. In May 2019 he scaled the mountain for
the 24th time.
10 SEPTEMBER 2020
47
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HOW TO LAND A PLANE
Little Ways To Live a Big Life series

MARK VANHOENACKER
Get in the cockpit and take the controls.
With Mark Vanhoenacker as your guide,
you’re guaranteed a smooth landing.
Mark Vanhoenacker, the airline pilot who makes
poetry out of the science of flight technology, hands
over the controls. Walking and talking us through
the nitty-gritty of an approach and touchdown, he
builds our understanding of flight from the ground
up (or rather from the sky down), offering a new
perspective of one of the more challenging and
rewarding tasks ever.
Gift books (WZG),
Aviation skills / piloting (TRPS)
Hardback £9.99 9781529410525
A Format 64 pages
Ebook 9781786487162
Not For Sale: USA

Mark Vanhoenacker is a Senior First Officer
for British Airways, flying Boeing 747s to major
cities around the world, and internationally
bestselling author.
10 SEPTEMBER 2020

A TOOLKIT FOR
MODERN LIFE
DR EMMA HEPBURN
A warm, wise and practical book of mental
wellbeing techniques and exercises that everyone
should read.
Proactively paying attention to how we feel, and
understanding how to respond to our emotions
can help us keep our psychological wellbeing
running smoothly.

Popular Psychology (VSP)
Hardback £12.99 9781529410228
177 x 129mm 160 pages
Ebook 9781529410235
Not For Sale: USA & CAN
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This book guides you through practical ways
to understand the factors that can impact on
wellbeing. Easy-to-follow exercises reveal how
to cultivate positive habits and provide a toolkit of
constructive strategies to prioritise mental health
and feel more confident and in tune with yourself.
Dr Emma Hepburn is a clinical psychologist and
neuropsychologist. She writes as @thepsychologymum
on Instagram and has won a number of awards for
her social media work.
17 SEPTEMBER 2020

09/03/2020 16:10

EMMA GREGG
An inspirational guide to greener travel, including
50 trips that can be made via land or sea.
Travel needn’t cost the Earth: discover how to
explore our beautiful world sustainably with this
definitive guide.

Eco-tourist Guides (WTHC)
Hardback £20.00 9781529410723
246 x 189mm 256 pages
Ebook 9781529410730

The Flightless Traveller is packed full of practical
information about planning an air-mile-free
adventure and includes 50 inspiring trips that take
you by boat, train and foot to some of the most
amazing places on Earth. Including city destinations
and wild retreats, activity-packed holidays and
beach breaks, there is something for everyone.

NON-FICTION | OCTOBER | QUERCUS

THE FLIGHTLESS
TRAVELLER

Emma Gregg is an award-winning travel writer
specializing in responsible and ethical tourism.
She writes for the Guardian, the Times and National
Geographic Traveller, among others.
01 OCTOBER 2020

HOW TO HOLD ANIMALS
TOSHIMITSU MATSUHASHI
A delightful treasure trove of tips on how to
hold animals without hurting them.
Most of us don’t have nearly enough experience
of being around animals. We feel a bit apprehensive
when it comes to touching them. That is a huge
shame, because connecting with animals is a
magical life skill that can make you feel at peace
and aligned with nature.
Fully illustrated with fascinating information,
How To Hold Animals leaves no stone unturned
and teaches us all how to be kind to the animals
around us.
Popular Science (PDZ), Domestic
Animals & Pets (WNG)
Hardback £14.99 9781529404531
211 x 153mm 144 pages
Ebook 9781529404548
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Toshimitsu Matsuhashi worked at an aquarium
before he decided to become an animal photographer.
His photographs feature in many children’s books.
18 OCTOBER 2020
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ASTON MARTIN
The Story of a British Icon

BEN COLLINS
The narrative history of a legend of British
engineering, design and style – by the man
who was The Stig.
Aston Martin’s story is one of Survival, Ingenuity
and Style. Beloved of speed freaks, engineers and
spies – both real and imagined – the car with the
double-o prefix has blazed a trail to become one
of the world’s best-loved machines.

Motor Cars (WGCB), Social & Cultural
History (HBTB)
Hardback £20.00 9781529410778
Royal 304 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529410785
Ebook 9781529410792
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

Its first wickedly fast models were forged at a time
when Ferrari’s premises at Maranello was nothing
but a ploughed field. This book celebrates the
extraordinary characters who created a legend:
from the visionary pioneers Martin and Bamford
to modern-day genius Adrian Newey; from a
glamorous web of pre- and post-war spies and
racing drivers, to the achingly beautiful DB models
beloved of Bond. This is the story of a triumph of
innovation and design that has burned brightly for
over a century, from the Roaring 20s to the 2020s.
Bestselling author, racer and stunt driver Ben
Collins explores this magnificent machine from
behind the wheel. Carving through country lanes
in his father’s V8 Vantage, driving Aston Martins in
four James Bond movies and competing against
them in the legendary Le Mans 24-hour race, this
is a driver’s story of the cars that never say die.

How to Drive
(2014, Pan Macmillan)

The Man in the
White Suit
(2010, Harper Collins)

Bestselling author and former Top Gear Stig
Ben Collins competed at the highest level in 24hour endurance racing, has appeared on Jay Leno’s
Garage, and has been Daniel Craig’s ‘stunt double’
driver in every 007 film since Quantum of Solace.
15 OCTOBER 2020
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GERAINT THOMAS
Tour de France champion Geraint Thomas’s inside
guide to the greatest road climbs in cycling.
Cycling fans obsess about climbs and big
mountains. They love reading about their tests
and tribulations and they love to ride them – a
cricket lover can never bat at Lord’s, or a football
supporter score at Wembley, but any rider can
take on the challenge of an iconic mountain.

Cycling (WSQ), Travel maps & atlases (WTR)
Hardback £16.99 9781529410969
Demy 192 pages
Ebook 9781529410976

There have been fine books about the big climbs
before but never from the voice of an elite GC
winner, taking you inside what these climbs really
feel like, where the attacks come, where the pain
kicks in.

NON-FICTION | OCTOBER | QUERCUS

MOUNTAINS
ACCORDING TO G

From best-known big-hitters, via pro-peloton
favourites, to the secret climbs Geraint has come
to love, and featuring Australia, Belgium, France,
the Netherlands, Mallorca and Wales, this is the
cyclist’s secret manual.
Geraint Thomas MBE is the winner of the 2018
Tour de France, a double Olympic gold medallist
and multiple world champion who has been an
indispensable part of Team Ineos since its inception.
29 OCTOBER 2020

The World of Cycling
According to G
Paperback £9.99
9781784296407
Ebook 9781784296391

The Tour
According to G
Paperback £8.99
9781787479050
Ebook 9781787479043
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SAS BAND OF
BROTHERS
DAMIEN LEWIS
The new SAS epic from bestselling military
historian Damien Lewis
We share the triumphs and tragedies of a group
of elite soldier trailblazers as they commit daring
raids behind enemy lines in 1944, manage an
against the odds escape to victory, and then seek
post-war retribution for the terrible murder of
their captured comrades.

Military history (HBW)
Hardback £20.00 9781787475236
Royal 352 pages
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781787475243
Ebook 9781787475267
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SAS Band of Brothers is replete with action,
peppered with great characters, and features two
of the most daring escapes of WWII. It ends with
the hunted becoming the hunters – a group of men
intent on seeking out the Nazis responsible for their
brethren’s deaths, on an ultra-deniable SAS mission
to avenge a war crime.
This is the new bestseller from Damien Lewis.
It bears all his hallmarks – an epic, page-turning
special forces narrative based on hitherto
unavailable personal testimony and private
family archives.
Damien Lewis has spent twenty years reporting
from war, disaster and conflict zones around the
world. He has written more than a dozen non-fiction
and fiction books, topping bestseller lists worldwide,
and is published in some thirty languages.
29 OCTOBER 2020

SAS Ghost Patrol
Paperback £7.99
9781787474819
Ebook 9781786483133

SAS Italian Job
Paperback £7.99
9781787475168
Ebook 9781787475144

SAS Shadow Raiders
Hardback £20.00
9781787475182
Ebook 9781787475212
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SARAH KNIGHT
Practical ways to care less and get more,
one f**k buck at a time.

Praise for The Life-changing Magic of Not Giving a F**k:
‘Absolutely blinding. Read it. Do it’ Mail on Sunday
‘Life-affirming . . . It’s a beautiful way of streamlining
your psyche’ Guardian
‘Genius’ Cosmopolitan
Self-help and personal development (VS)
Trade Paperback £14.99 9781529406337
193 x 135mm 192 pages
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

This new journal from bestselling ‘anti-guru’ Sarah
Knight will arm you with the tools to allocate your
f**k budget, show you how to deploy the NotSorry
method to full effect, and help you unleash the
power of spending time, money and energy on the
things that really matter for you.

NON-FICTION | OCTOBER | QUERCUS

THE LIFE-CHANGING
MAGIC OF NOT GIVING
A F**K JOURNAL

Internationally bestselling author of the No Fucks
Given Guides Sarah Knight quit her corporate life in
Brooklyn, New York to pursue a freelance life. She now
lives in the Dominican Republic with her husband, her
feral rescue cats and a sh*tload of lizards.
29 OCTOBER 2020

The Life Changing Magic
of Not Giving a F**k
Hardback £14.99
9781784298463
Ebook 9781784298494

Get Your Sh*t
Together
Hardback £14.99
9781786484086
Ebook 9781786484093

Calm the F**k Down
Hardback £14.99
9781787476196
Ebook 9781787476219

F**k No
Hardback £14.99
9781787478169
Ebook 9781787478183
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THE SILENT WAR
ANDREAS NORMAN
Translated by Ian Giles

A spy thriller by Sweden's answer
to John le Carré.
The head of Swedish Intelligence in
Brussels, Bente Jensen, has many
enemies – including Jonathan Green
of MI6.
But when a conspiracy is uncovered,
both Jensen and Green find themselves
targets of the UK establishment’s
precisely calculated revenge.

JULY
Fiction (FA)
Paperback £9.99
9780857058607
B Format 272 pages
Ebook 9780857058577
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

JULY
General and World History (HBG)
Paperback £8.99
9781529409550
B Format 352 pages
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

PAPERBACKS | JULY

JULY
Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781784297299
B Format 304 pages
Ebook 9781784293611
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

MADELEINE
EUAN CAMERON

A young musician discovers
his grandfather’s betrayals in
Vichy France.
Will Latymer meets Ghislaine, his
beautiful French cousin, in a chance
encounter that introduces him to his
grandmother, Madeleine, shut away
with her memories in a Breton manor,
plunging him in turn into the life of
his long-lost grandfather, Henry.

SPEECHES THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD
Revised and Updated Edition
A pocket edition of the global bestseller,
containing over 50 momentous speeches.
This stirring anthology captures the
voices of prophets and politicians,
rebels and tyrants, soldiers and
statesman, placing them in historical
context. Moving and thought-provoking,
this updated edition reveals a modern
world in which freedom of speech
remains a powerful agent of change.

JULY
Autobiography: Science,
Technology & Medicine (BGTA)
Paperback £8.99
9781529404289
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781529404258

CAN YOU HEAR ME?
JAKE JONES
The chaos, intensity and beauty
of life as a paramedic.
Jake Jones has worked in the UK
ambulance service for ten years:
every day, he sees a dozen of the
scenes we hope to see only once
in a lifetime. This is the life of an
ambulance paramedic.
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PAPERBACKS | JULY – AUGUST

JULY
Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781784295028
B Format 432 pages
Ebook 9781784295004
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

JULY
Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529408669
B Format 368 pages
Ebook 9781529403817

AUGUST
Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529404166
B Format 480 pages
Ebook 9781529404159
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

AUGUST

Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99
9780857057945
B Format 240 pages
Ebook 9780857057921
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

A SILENT DEATH
PETER MAY

The scorching new thriller from
the worldwide bestseller.
Set in Southern Spain, Peter May's
latest bestseller unites a strong,
independent Spaniard with a socially
inept Scotsman; a senseless vendetta
with a sense-deprived victim; and
a red-hot Costa Del Sol with an
ice-cold killer.

DENY ME
KAREN COLE

He said it was an accident.
She said it was murder.
When one of Jessica’s neighbours
falls to her death, it is declared an
accident. However, Jessica’s mother,
Jean, claims the woman was pushed.
But given her recent diagnosis of
Dementia, is Jean confused or the
only witness to a murder?

THE SHOT
PHILIP KERR

A darkly imaginative alternative history
thriller from a global bestseller.
America, 1960. Anti-communist fever
is rampant with a paranoid
establishment seeing Red everywhere.
In Havana, Castro is in office and the
thought of a Communist leader close
to home is raising American blood
pressure. Tom Jefferson is hired to
assassinate Castro, but his preferred
target is closer to home…

THE ARCHIPELAGO
OF ANOTHER LIFE
ANDREÏ MAKINE
Translated by Geoffrey Strachan

A tense "Siberian Western" set at the
height of the Cold War.
Assigned to a search party charged with
the recapture of an escaped prisoner from
a nearby gulag, Pavel Gartsev finds himself
one of an unlikely quintet of cynics, sadists
and heroes, embarked on a challenging
manhunt through the Siberian taiga.
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Crime (FF)
Paperback £7.99
9781787477551
B Format 384 pages
Ebook 9781787477568
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

AUGUST
Fiction; Sagas
Paperback £6.99
9781787473423
B Format 416 pages
Ebook 9781787473409
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE LANTERN MEN
ELLY GRIFFITHS

Acclaimed and bestselling Norfolkbased crime from the author of
The Stranger Diaries.
Dr Ruth Galloway is no longer North
Norfolk police’s resident forensic
archaeologist. But when Ivor March,
a convicted killer, offers to show DCI
Nelson where more of his victims
are buried on the condition that Ruth
does the digging, Ruth agrees to help.

THE RUNAWAY
CHILDREN
ELIZABETH GILL

Book two in the heart-wrenching
new series from bestselling author
Elizabeth Gill.

PAPERBACKS | AUGUST – SEPTEMBER

AUGUST

When Ella arrives at the Foundling
School for Girls, seeking refuge after
her grandmother’s death, she finds
kinship with Julia, a girl cruelly torn
from her twin, Ned. In a world of
hardship and betrayal, three children
search for belonging.

AUGUST
Biography: Sport (BGS)
Paperback £8.99
9781787475694
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781787475670
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER
Dogs As Pets (WNGD), Zoology &
Animal Sciences (PSV)
Paperback £8.99
9781787475649
B Format 320 pages
Ebook 9781787475618
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE THREE KINGS
JONNY OWEN &
LEO MOYNIHAN

Shankly, Busby, Stein: the lives of
three great football managers.
The story of three of the greatest
football clubs - Celtic, Liverpool and
Manchester United – and their three
greatest managers: Jock Stein, Bill
Shankly and Matt Busby, all born within
a 20-mile radius of each other.

DOG IS LOVE
DR CLIVE D. L. WYNNE

A fascinating scientific study about
the unique bond between humans
and dogs.
In Dog is Love, Dr Wynne debunks the
myth that dogs possess a unique form
of intelligence. Instead, he shows that
dogs are able to show sympathy and
can respond to human emotions in a
way that is truly remarkable. This is a
delightful and fascinating analysis of the
unique bond between humans and dogs.
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PAPERBACKS | SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

Crime (FF)
Paperback £8.99
9781787478374
B Format 432 pages
Ebook 9781787478350
Not For Sale: USA

THE MAN ON THE STREET
TREVOR WOOD

Gritty, Newcastle-set crime,
introducing a unique and
unforgettable investigator.
It started with a splash. Jimmy, a
homeless veteran, tried to pretend he
hadn’t heard it – something falling into
the Tyne. Then came the headline: GIRL
IN MISSING DAD PLEA. Reminded of
someone he lost, Jimmy decides to help,
putting himself at risk from enemies
old and new.

SEPTEMBER
Fiction; Sagas
Paperback £6.99
9781529403886
B Format 368 pages
Ebook 9781787472914

THE COBBLER’S WIFE
LYNETTE REES

A heartwarming saga, from the
ebook bestselling author of The
Workhouse Waif.
Married to a distant, uncaring man,
Seren James longs for a child. But
dreams have a price . . .
Tainted by association with a woman
accused of witchcraft, and tempted by
the handsome local minister, how far
will Seren go for happiness?

SEPTEMBER
Politics & Government (JP),
Ancient History (HBLA)
Paperback £9.99
9781529402858
B Format 288 pages
Ebook 9781529402865

POWER & THE PEOPLE
ALEV SCOTT &
ANDRONIKE MAKRES

An enlightening, entertaining and
bitesize book about how Ancient
Athenian democracy relates to the most
urgent political issues of our times.
'Fascinating' Robin Lane Fox
With verve and acuity, the heroics and the
critics of Athenian democracy are brought
to bear on today's politics, revealing in all
its glories and its flaws the system that still
survives to execute the power of the people.

SEPTEMBER
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99
9780857058300
B Format 528 pages
Ebook 9780857058263
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE SLAUGHTERMAN’S
DAUGHTER
YANIV ICZKOVITS
Translated by Orr Scharf

An historical epic: Fiddler on the Roof
meets Tarantino.
Fanny Keismann - devoted wife and
mother, and celebrated cheese-maker
– leaves her home at two hours past
midnight and vanishes into the night.
The adventure that unfurls threatens to
bring the Russian Empire to its knees.
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Fantasy (FM)
Paperback £12.99
9781784290566
B Format 688 pages
Ebook 9781784290894
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER
True Crime (BTC), Hoaxes
& Deceptions (JFHX)
Paperback £8.99
9781787478305
B Format 288 pages
Ebook 9781787478312
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER
Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Paperback £7.99
9781529400281
B Format 432 pages
Ebook 9781529400250
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER
Saga (FT)
Paperback £6.99
9781529405330
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781529405347

MOTHER OF DAEMONS:
The Sunsurge Quartet Book 4

DAVID HAIR
Lyra's empire is falling apart.
The Rondian Empire is collapsing.
Ervyn Naxius has unleashed war on
two continents and now Urte is tearing
itself apart. His ultimate goal – control
of all life – is within his reach. Only
Lyra and a handful of others stand in
his way . . .

MY FRIEND ANNA

PAPERBACKS | SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

RACHEL DELOACHE
WILLIAMS
‘It is everything I wanted it to be and more’
Red magazine
This is the true story of Anna Delvey, the
fake heiress whose elaborate con-artistry
deceived the upper echelons of NYC before
her ruse was dramatically exposed.
Written by Rachel DeLoache Williams, who
believed Anna’s lies before helping the police
to track her down (fittingly, deciphering
Anna's location using Instagram).

SIX WICKED REASONS
JO SPAIN

From the international number
one bestselling author
Adam Lattimer vanishes, presumed
dead. The strain of his disappearance
breaks his already fragile family.
Ten years later, Adam turns up
unannounced at the family home.
His siblings return to Spanish Cove,
but Adam's reappearance poses
more questions than answers.

VICTORY FOR THE
BLUEBIRD GIRLS
ROSIE ARCHER

The heartwarming final chapter
in the Bluebird Girls series.
In their rise to fame during the war,
the Bluebird Girls have faced down
bombs and looked tragedy in the eye.
They have also found love and had
careers they never thought possible.
With peace on the horizon, what will
the new world hold for them?
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PAPERBACKS | SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER
Liberalism & Centre Democratic
Ideologies (JPFK),
Political Ideologies (JPF)
Paperback £9.99
9781529401585
B Format 256 pages
Ebook 9781529401561
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99
9781784299576
B Format 448 pages
Ebook 9781784299569
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

A THOUSAND SMALL
SANITIES
ADAM GOPNIK

A stirring defence of liberalism
against the dogmatisms of our time.
A Thousand Small Sanities is a
manifesto rooted in the lives of people
who invented the liberal tradition.
Taking us from Montaigne to Mill,
and from Middlemarch to the civil
rights movement, Gopnik argues that
liberalism is one of the great moral
adventures in human history.

A SNAKE LIES
WAITING
JIN YONG
Translated by Anna Holmwood
and Gigi Chang

Volume IV of Legends of the
Condor Heroes.
Guo Jing and Lotus Huang must find
the writings of General Yue Fei, or
the Jin armies will gain the key to
total victory over the Song Empire,
condemning their countrymen to
centuries of servitude.

SEPTEMBER
Horror & Ghost Stories (FK)
Paperback £8.99
9781787475892
B Format 304 pages
Ebook 9781787475908
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

SEPTEMBER
Travel writing (WTL)
Paperback £8.99
9780857057747
B Format 480 pages
Ebook 9780857057754
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

MISTLETOE

ALISON LITTLEWOOD
A spine-tingling Christmas
ghost story.

When Leah buys a Yorkshire farmhouse
following the deaths of her husband and
son, she soon starts having disturbing
visions of the farm's former occupants
– and it seems the past is creeping into
her future . . .

SOVIETISTAN

ERIKA FATLAND
Translated by Kari Dickson

A mesmerising trip across
Central Asia.
Erika Fatland takes the reader on a
journey that is unknown to even the
most seasoned globetrotter. The five
former Soviet Republics Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan all became independent
when the Soviet Union fell apart in 1991.
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OCTOBER
Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529404135
B Format 480 pages
Ebook 9781529404104
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

OCTOBER
Horror (FK)
Paperback £8.99
9781529402155
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781529402179
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE BELL IN THE LAKE
LARS MYTTING
Translated by Deborah Dawkin

The first novel in a thrilling
Norwegian historical trilogy.
Norway, 1880. Astrid Hekne dreams
of a life beyond her village, beyond
marriage, children, and working the
land. When a charismatic stranger
arrives from abroad, she finds that she
must choose between her homeland
and an uncertain future in Germany.

PAPERBACKS | OCTOBER

OCTOBER
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99
9780857059390
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9780857059406
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

HITLER’S PEACE
PHILIP KERR
A gripping alternative history thriller
from a global bestseller.
Autumn, 1943. Hitler knows he cannot
win the war: now he must make peace.
The upcoming Allied conference is
where the next steps will be decided.
Willard Mayer, FDR’s envoy, has been
tasked with securing the peace that
the USA and Hitler crave. The stakes
couldn’t be higher.

THE HOME

MATS STRANDBERG
Translated by Agnes Broome

An eerie story about love, friendship
and losing control . . .
When Joel's mother Monika develops
dementia, he has no choice but to
return home. But soon Monika starts
having terrifying outbursts, and appears
to know things she shouldn’t. Only Joel
knows her well enough to find answers
to the inexplicable . . .

OCTOBER
Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529408652
B Format 368 pages
Ebook 9781787476585

DECEIVE ME
KAREN COLE

Your daughter’s missing. How far
would you go to find her?
When Jo's daughter goes missing,
her world is torn apart. But, as Jo gets
closer to discovering what happened,
a devastating secret is uncovered that
threatens to destroy the family she has
been trying so very hard to protect.
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PAPERBACKS | OCTOBER – NOVEMBER

OCTOBER
Memoirs (BM)
Paperback £8.99
9781787478015
B Format 304 pages
Ebook 9781787477988
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

OCTOBER
Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Paperback £7.99
9781787478091
B Format 368 pages
Ebook 9781787478107
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

OCTOBER
Gift Books (WZG)
Paperback £9.99
9781787478589
B Format 384 pages
Ebook 9781787478596

UNFOLLOW
MEGAN PHELPS-ROPER

The journey of the former member
of the Westboro Baptist Church
Raised in the hate-preaching Westboro
Baptist Church, Megan Phelps-Roper
chose to leave the church and her
family behind.
Unfollow is the hope-inspiring memoir
of a young woman finding the courage
to find compassion for others, as well
as herself.

UNFOLLOW ME
CHARLOTTE DUCKWORTH

You can't stop watching her. Until the
day she disappears.
Violet Young is a mummy-blogger,
with a million subscribers. But when
her social media presence is deleted
overnight, without explanation, her
fans wonder if Violet has decided
that sharing her life is unwise, or if
something more sinister has
happened . . .

A WORD FOR EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR
STEVEN POOLE

A weird and wonderful word and its
meaning for every day of the year.
A Word for Every Day of the Year is a
beautiful collection of 366 words and
their definitions, perfect for anyone
who wants to expand their vocabulary.
Each day offers a rare and remarkable
word with its history and definition.

NOVEMBER
Crime (FF), Thriller (FH)
Paperback £8.99
9781529410501
B Format 400 pages
Ebook 9781786480279
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

THE GIRL BEFORE
JP DELANEY

The Sunday Times bestseller
reissued.
Jane stumbles on an amazing rental
opportunity: but after moving in, she
discovers that a previous tenant died
mysteriously and wonders if her own
story will be a re-run of the girl before.
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DAUGHTER OF
THE TIGRIS
MUHSIN AL-RAMLI
Translated by Luke Leafgren

The follow-up to the internationally
acclaimed The President's Gardens.
On the sixth day of Ramadan, in a land
without bananas, Qisma leaves for
Baghdad with new husband to find the
body of her father. But in the bloodiest
year of a bloody war, how will she find
one body among thousands?

NOVEMBER
Fantasy (FM),
Fantasy Romance (FMR)
Paperback £8.99
9781787476479
B Format 352 pages
Ebook 9781787476486
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

NOVEMBER
Humour (WH),
Parodies and Spoofs (WHP)
Paperback £8.99
9781529406658
B Format 192 pages
Ebook 9781529406665

PAPERBACKS | NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (FA)
Paperback £8.99
9780857056849
B Format 384 pages
Ebook 9780857056832
Not For Sale: USA & CAN

LADY OF SHADOWS
BREANNA TEINTZE

Death is simple. Dreams are
dangerous. Life is . . . unexpected.
A year after being resurrected, Gray
is still adjusting to his situation when
the Mages’ Guild demands his help to
stop a deadly plague. But the situation
is more complicated than anyone has
realised, and thousands of lives are
at stake . . .

THE SECRET DIARY
OF BORIS JOHNSON
AGED 13¼
LUCIEN YOUNG
How schoolboy Boris comes to believe
he should be Prime Minister.
The newly discovered diary of Boris
Alexander de Pfeffel Johnson, aged 13¼,
provides a fascinating glimpse into how
Boris, a lazy, bumptious child, learns to
hone the techniques and persona that
will one day hoodwink a nation.
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52
SAS Italian Job
52
SAS Shadow Raiders
52
Scott, Alev
58
Shot, The
56
Sigmund Freud: Essays
and Papers
20
Silent Death, A
56
Silent War, The
55
Six Wicked Reasons
59
Slaughterman’s Daughter, The
58
Smith, Daniel
41
Snake Lies Waiting, A
60
Songs for the Flames
25
Sovietistan
60
Spain, Jo
59
Speeches That Changed
the World
55
Spring, Neil
9
Standardization of Demoralization
Procedures, The
16
Stone Circle, The
8
Strandberg, Mats
61
Stranger Diaries, The
8
Sweet, Corinne
43, 44

Unfollow
Unfollow Me
Unofficial Secret Diary of
Boris Johnson Aged 13¼, The
Untameable, The

T
Tammet, Daniel
Teintze, Breanna
Tell Me How It Ends
Temple, Peter
These Are Not Gentle People
Thomas, Geraint
Thousand Small Sanities, A
Three Kings, The
To Cook a Bear
To Say Goodbye
To the Greatest Heights
Tolstoy, Leo
Toolkit for Modern Life, A
Tophill, Frances
Tour According to G, The
True Story
Truth
2 Minutes to Confidence
2 Minutes to Sleep
2 Minutes’ Peace

46
63
3
15, 16
22
51
60
57
26
29
39
19
48
43
51
14
16
44
43
44

62
62
63
23

V
Vanhoenacker, Mark
Vásquez, Juan Gabriel
Venice
Very Cornish Christmas, A
Victory for the Bluebird Girls
Violeta Among the Stars

48
25
25
9
59
31

W
White Hot Silence
Whitethroat
Wilde, Oscar
Wildeana
Williams, Rachel Deloache
Witch Bottle
Wood, Trevor
Word for Every Day of
the Year, A
World of Cycling According
to G, The
Wynne Dr Clive D. L.,

6
13
20
20
59
36
58
62
51
57

Y
Yellowhammer
Young, Lucien

13
63
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